
COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH FAILURE TO REDUCE RISK OF HAIs

MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT

ONLINE TOOL  

Wipe out healthcare-associated infections
without wiping out your equipment.

+ Hospitals lose $600,000 - $1,100,000 annualy1

+ Biomedical engineers estimate a 20 - 27% equipment life span reduction due to incompatible disinfectants2

+ This can result in $500,000 in additional equipment cost annually3

SURFACE MATERIALS TESTING
Compatibility with plastics, metals, and other
common materials is a critical design criteria
for PDI formulations. 
We continually test for compatibility between our disinfecting
products and most commonly found materials in medical devices. 

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT TESTING
PDI works with leading equipment manufacturers
to test our disinfectants on their products.
Through our industry partnership we have been able to verify
compatibility on over 1,000 medical devices. 

Check equipment
comptibility at

pdihc.com/compatibility

PDI has:
+ Disinfectant expertise
+ Medical device expertise
+ Materials expertise
+ Testing expertise
+ Clinical expertise

1The estimated figures were calculated using 2014-2016 MEDPAR data.
2Data on file. Compatibility Study 8-28-17.
3Data on file.



PDI offers the most trusted brand
of disinfectant products and is
the market leader in 7,200
US hospitals.*

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT+ Super Sani-Cloth® Germicidal Wipes are the #1 surface disinfectant*
   product in US hospitals, and formulated with compatibility in mind.

A disinfectant market leader
dedicated to superior compatibility.

+ Super Sani-Cloth® Germicidal Wipes have a neutral pH which helps
   minimize equipment incompatibilities

+ Effective against 32 microorganisms in 2 minutes

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

ENVIRONMENT OF CARE PORTFOLIO
Since no single product is compatible with all surfaces and
equipment in your facility, PDI has a full range of disinfectant
wipes for every infection control need.

For more information, visit pdihc.com. 

Partner with PDI today and together we can Be The Difference®.

To find out more, contact our Compatibility Program Manager today.

Ansel Ueshiro
Ansel Ueshiro@pdihc.com
631.264.5327 

*Market leadership claims based on Clarivate Data Q3 2022
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